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Meet Managed Trading Services (MTS): the world’s 

leading sportsbook management solution.  

It’s packed with everything you’d expect and 

flexible enough to make your own. Plus it suits 

organisations of all shapes, sizes and levels of 

trading experience. 

With MTS on your side, you’ll join more than 

200 operators using it to:

Treat your sportsbook to the best in the business 

Managed Trading Services
SPORTSBOOK MANAGEMENT

Sustainably boost margins and profits

Significantly cut operational costs and investments

Steadily make trading more flexible  

and efficient 

Stand out from the competition

Improve the experience for betting customers

Keep operational and business risks at bay. Constantly.

Sharpen your odds. Manage risk more effectively. 

Boost your turnover.

Think of MTS as a way to get the most from 

your sportsbook. It’s backed by sports trading 

The most flexible and advanced service in the industry

Unrivalled insight

Sportradar is the industry leader for data, 

which means MTS is too. The result? You’ll 

have technology at your fingertips that 

knows more about your market than any of 

your competitors. 

Self-learning AI

We analyse data so deeply we can build AI 

algorithms that calculate odds. The result? 

Better pricing and better margins.

Cutting-edge technology

Our technology’s always evolving, and time-

consuming and error-prone processes are 

automated. The result? A whole new level 

of efficiency in trading. 

Built-in flexibility 

We’ve built flexibility into every step of the 

MTS journey, from integration to setup to 

everyday use. The result? You can shape the 

entire service around you. 

A close relationship

You’ll work closely with experts like our 

Operational Account Managers and ITS 

managers. The result? We’re here whenever 

you need us, and we can act fast if you’d like 

us to change anything about our service.

Fully 
customisable

experts and up-to-the-minute technology, and its 

pricing algorithms are generated by always-learning 

AI mathematical models. Plus you can shape the 

service however you like.

Five strengths you won’t find anywhere else

MTS in numbers 

CCF updates 
on average 

each day

billion tickets 
processed in 

2021

unique 
players 

managed

clients 
on ITS

selections 
managed 

each month

 clients

70+

11+ 
million

200+

3,9+
billion

3.5+
billion

1.2+
million

Numbers as of January 2022

Find out more
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You can go the turnkey route and get MTS as 

integral part of our omni-channel sports betting 

platform. Or you can bolt it onto your own. 

If you go for turnkey, you get all our products 

and services too. Like the most comprehensive 

pre-match and live sports coverage. The industry’s 

largest live streaming offer. Our full suite of 

virtual sports betting products. And our betting 

engagement tools. 

Features

Powerful platform engine

True omnichannel solution

Feature-rich and simple to use

Innovative technology

Our sports betting platform is made up of three modules

You can choose any or all of them depending on what you need.

Full business solution

Plug into any platform.  
Or just use ours.

INTEGRATION OPTIONS

Omnichannel 
solution

Market-leading betting portfolio that covers the whole  
sports betting spectrum.

Powerful sportsbook engine created with tech trusted by the  
world’s biggest organisations

The world’s leading trading and risk management.

Unrivalled sportsbook promotion engine to help you attract  
and keep players.

Financial control through solid, ledgerbased transaction tracking.

Superior customer service management with CRM system and 
integrated KYC components.

One omnichannel wallet to simplify your players’ experience.

Automated processes to help you focus on what really matters.

Real-time data analysis

High performance, ready-to-use reports, with no impact  
on the transactional database.

Stunning data displays that help you focus on the points that matter.

Meaningful alerts based in business events.

Sportsbook module

PAM module

BI module

MTS Standalone

If you have your own 

platform or want to get 

one from someone else, 

MTS will slot in. No fuss. 

MTS Inside

Build your own platform 

around MTS. And get world-

beating trading and risk 

management at the core. 

Partner Referral

Or we’ll recommend a 

team from our Multi-

Platform Partner Program. 

We’ve vetted everyone 

in there, so you can be 

sure they’ll integrate our 

services brilliantly.

The only platform 
agnostic service in 
the market


















Find out more
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Adapts along 
with your 
business

Stops capacity 
and capability 
problems

Get precise player profiles, tournament 
and event ratings and protection from 
match fixing (suspicious events)

Work closely with Operational 
Account Managers and ITS Managers

No platform 
constraints

Use the latest 
trading tools

Optimised fixed 
cost structures

Leading trading 
technology that 
does it all

You’re always in 
control 

Automated 
processes and 
AI built in

Significantly 
lower BI and IT 
dev costs

Get help from 
our MTS trading 
specialists

Boost your 
ROI on specific 
operations

See the MTS 
development 
roadmap 
whenever you 
need to

Complete 
flexibility

Better 
trading 

Better 
security

A close 
partnership

Complete sportsbook management 
with market-leading trading, VIP 
player management, and real-time 
ticket settlement – tailored to you

Save money on hiring in-house experts 
and technology

Get the 
industry’s 
leading sports 
data and 
streaming video 
from Sportradar

You’ll work 
with your own 
Operational 
Account 
Managers  
every day 

Integrate 3rd 
party content if 
you need to

Evaluation of 
your business 
strategy and 
advice to help 
you succeed

Total protection through unrivalled 
services like Risk Management, Fraud 
Detection and our Return Guarantee

Low fixed cost blocks for premium 
sports data and management, thanks 
to Rev-Share and Return Guarantee 

Get pricing and trading strategies built 
around you, so you can compete with 
leading sportsbooks

We’ll talk you through sportsbook 
management so you’ll be able to take 
it on yourself in future 

Total peace 
of mind

More for 
your money

Best in the 
business

A close 
partnership

You don’t need a huge budget to make your 

sportsbook more efficient and effective. You need 

our Integrated Trading Solution (ITS).

It’ll push your trading to the next level, while 

protecting your business from risk. Guaranteed. 

Manage your sportsbook the smart way

Integrated trading
TRADING MODELS

With it, you get MTS’ most sophisticated 

trading tools, AI trading algorithms and machine-

learning processes. And it’s flexible, so it won’t 

limit your sportsbook in any way. This is your 

business, after all.  

Benefits

Get some extra breathing space by handing your 

sportsbook over to us. With Selective Trading Solution 

we’ll take over specific channels, sports and leagues. 

And with Full Trading we’ll take over the whole thing.  

We’ll manage your entire trading, including 

ticketing and risk management. We’ll do it efficiently, 

Your complete care-free trading packages

Full and selective trading
TRADING MODELS

keeping your costs down. And we’ll settle your 

customers’ tickets in real time, so they won’t suffer 

any delays.

It’s ideal if you don’t have the capacity or the 

right skills in-house. Or if you want to save money 

on hiring an in-house person or team.

Benefits

Find out more Find out more
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Sportsbooks have changed hugely in recent years. 

Today, the ones that attract and keep the most 

customers are powered by rich data and tailored to 

local markets. 

Which is exactly the thinking we’ve built into 

Marketing Services from ad:s – uniquely designed 

for MTS clients. It’s built on the deep, fast, reliable, 

and measurable data we’ve amassed as the world’s 

leading betting services provider. And it’s here to 

help you grow your customer base in the most 

efficient way possible. 

In a nutshell

Cut costs. Boost returns. And increase each player’s 

lifetime value, with a combination of in-depth 

data, AI-derived algorithms and betting-specific 

programmatic technology. 

Data & technology-driven marketing services – uniquely designed for sportsbooks

Make your customer acquisition  
and retention truly efficient

MARKETING SERVICES FROM AD:S

A full-service marketing platform with 

programmatic advertising and AI-driven ways 

to keep customers coming back for more

Marketing capabilities specific to the 

betting industry that will make your current 

customers more valuable and make it 

cheaper to win new customers 

A way to grow your sportsbook fast, 

leading to high returns with less risk

Use the whole package, or choose between 

acquisition and retention 

What you’ll get

make precise 
predictions after 

2-3 days of player 
activity**

boost click-throughs 
on recommended 

bets by 2-4x

boost  
accumulator  
bets by 27%

save you up to  
40% in CPAs*

give you 85+% 
accuracy*** on PLTV 
and future wagering

encourage up to  
3x higher stakes on 
AI-recommended 

bets

Bring in new customers more efficiently and 

sustainably with our Programmatic Acquisition 

module. It’s built specifically for the betting industry 

and uses optimised and personalised prospecting 

and re-targeting. So, you’ll deliver the right 

message to the right audience at the right time, 

making your marketing more efficient and cutting 

your CPAs by up to 40%*.

Make your customers more valuable. And stop 

them churning. 

Our AI Player Retention module squeezes more 

out of your marketing and bonusing, with an AI 

deep learning engine that gives the fastest and 

most accurate Player Lifetime Value (PLTV) and 

Player Churn predictions in the market. All based 

on just 2-3 days of activity **, with an accuracy of 

over 85% ***.

Our algorithms also let you segment players by 

value, detect potential future VIPs and recommend 

the best bonus for each player. Then there’s Real-

time Bet Personalisation, which creates super-

personalised messages to boost click-through 

rates by 2-4x and raise the stakes by 3x on AI-

recommended bets.

Grow your customer base.  
Cut your CPAs by up to 40%*.

Increase your players’ lifetime value.
Boost your promotions.

Programmatic 
Acquisition

AI Player 
Retention

MARKETING SERVICES FROM AD:S MARKETING SERVICES FROM AD:S

Benefits

Proven to:

Benefits

Cut CPAs 

Convert more

Get a larger customer base

Boost revenue

Get early insights on your customer

Boost PLTV

Stop customers churning

Make your campaigns work harder

* Compared to operator’s target index at 100     ** Standard BI takes 2-3 weeks     *** Market average is 50-55 percent

Save 40% 
in CPA*

Find out more
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Understanding how your players behave lets 

you determine the level of risk you can tolerate 

per player, shop or terminal. Which means you can 

protect your business and offer the best possible 

betting experience. 

That’s why player profiling should be a standard 

part of being a bookmaker. But doing it manually is 

labour-intensive and open to mistakes. 

Automated Player Risk Profiling 

Reap bigger rewards with our AI technology
MTS PERFORMANCE CASE STUDIES

MTS uses AI to automate the process and give 

you a more accurate picture. The system constantly 

runs over 1.2 million profile checks on average 

every day. And if you want to adapt the profiles 

manually later, you can.

The result? Better performance and higher 

profits than if you profile your players manually. 

Additional YOY Profit – Profiling vs. no Profiling

Successful bookmaking is about constantly 

balancing your odds with your liabilities, as well 

as your appetite for risk. Our Liability Driven Odds 

(LDO) model uses AI to do it automatically and in 

real time. Making a substantial difference to your 

margins. 

Liability Driven Odds

The graphs show an impact analysis of LDO 

that MTS has run over the course of one month. It’s 

based on soccer for three bookmakers. There were 

2,740,367 single bets across 10,020 events. The 

analysis shows that LDO would have had a positive 

impact on the margins across all markets.

Sports scouts aren’t always at the venue. So 

bettors who are have an unfair advantage: they’re 

seeing the action before anyone else. 

The standard way to mitigate this risk is a 

validation delay on all live bets. But that slows 

Live Time Delay Optimisation

things down for everyone, and puts people off 

betting in the first place. 

Our AI-driven Live Time Delay model lets you 

accept ‘good’ bets that the standard delay would 

have rejected. So you can achieve higher margins.
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The analysis above shows a simulation of 

customer profiling against no profiling. With our 

AI-profiling model operators would have seen the 

highest performance with an additional YOY profit 

of over €18.5 million. 

Measured by turnover, the estimated effect is a 

cumulative YOY increase of about €141 million of 

additionally accepted turnover. 
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Follow Sportradar on social media

© 2022 Sportradar AG

Betradar is a brand of Sportradar.

www.betradar.com

For further information,  

please visit us at mts.betradar.com


